[Measuring opening pressure in lumbar puncture--a new method].
Determination of the opening pressure (OP) during diagnostic lumbar puncture (LP) yields additional information that may impact on treatment and prognosis in disorders affecting the central nervous system (e.g. meningitis). Established methods contain systematic errors as well as risks to the patient. We therefore present a new procedure that allows measurement of the OP by timing the flow of cerebrospinal fluid through a capillary attached to an LP needle. A resistance located between needle and capillary slows down the flow of cerebrospinal fluid so that it becomes independent of the capillary forces acting on it. The time required for the fluid to travel between two marks on the capillary (defining a given volume) can be used to calculate the flow. Since the combined resistance of needle and resistance can be calibrated, the pressure driving the flow--in this case the opening pressure--can be calculated. A simple model was used to evaluate the impact of different resistances and different needles on OP determination. The effects of cellular elements and proteins in the CSF are discussed.